Roadway Weather Information Systems (RWIS) stations along the Turnpike report atmospheric and roadway conditions to TOC operators and regional maintenance supervisors to help in response planning. These conditions are shared with our customers via DMS, Trip Talk, Waze, and other social media in order to keep the roadway clear and motorists well informed.

This functional area includes tools for analyzing weather data to support decision making by traffic operations. The vision for weather management is an integrated process for detecting weather conditions and deciding when and how to alert stakeholders.

- Clearly define the roadway closure decision process.
- Enhance pre-stage towing procedures for weather emergency and construction projects.
- Improve traveler information communications strategies for passengers, commercial vehicles and buses.
- Access and Hurricane Gate Study
- Updating the Weather Event Management Playbook (WEMP)
- Providing new enhancements to the AccuWeather contract.